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Abstract
Background: Theobroma cacao L. cultivar Matina 1-6 belongs to the most cultivated cacao type. The availability of
its genome sequence and methods for identifying genes responsible for important cacao traits will aid cacao
researchers and breeders.
Results: We describe the sequencing and assembly of the genome of Theobroma cacao L. cultivar Matina
1-6. The genome of the Matina 1-6 cultivar is 445 Mbp, which is significantly larger than a sequenced Criollo
cultivar, and more typical of other cultivars. The chromosome-scale assembly, version 1.1, contains 711 scaffolds
covering 346.0 Mbp, with a contig N50 of 84.4 kbp, a scaffold N50 of 34.4 Mbp, and an evidence-based gene set
of 29,408 loci. Version 1.1 has 10x the scaffold N50 and 4x the contig N50 as Criollo, and includes 111 Mb more
anchored sequence. The version 1.1 assembly has 4.4% gap sequence, while Criollo has 10.9%. Through a
combination of haplotype, association mapping and gene expression analyses, we leverage this robust reference
genome to identify a promising candidate gene responsible for pod color variation. We demonstrate that green/
red pod color in cacao is likely regulated by the R2R3 MYB transcription factor TcMYB113, homologs of which
determine pigmentation in Rosaceae, Solanaceae, and Brassicaceae. One SNP within the target site for a highly
conserved trans-acting siRNA in dicots, found within TcMYB113, seems to affect transcript levels of this gene and
therefore pod color variation.
Conclusions: We report a high-quality sequence and annotation of Theobroma cacao L. and demonstrate its utility
in identifying candidate genes regulating traits.
Keywords: Theobroma cacao L., genome, Matina 1-6, haplotype phasing, genetic mapping, pod color, MYB113
Background
The cacao tree (Theobroma cacao L.) is a neotropical spe-
cies native to Amazonian lowland rainforests [1,2] and is
now grown in more than 50 countries throughout the
humid tropics. T. cacao is a member of the Malvaceae
family, and its beans (seeds), harvested from pods (fruits),
are used for the chocolate, confectionery, and cosmetic
industries [3]. Cacao production is essential to the liveli-
hoods of 40 to 50 million people worldwide, including the
smallholder farmers who cultivate the crop, who number
more than 5 million [4]. The crop is often grown in agro-
forestry-type ecosystems alongside other fruit and com-
modity crops, thereby providing sustainable economic and
environmental benefits to some of the poorest and most
ecologically sensitive areas of the world [5]. Cacao-growing
regions are also largely centered in important biodiversity
hotspots and in proximity to 13 of the world’s most biolo-
gically diverse regions [6].
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Recent molecular analyses [2] have permitted cacao
germplasm classification into 10 major clusters or
groups: Amelonado, Contamana, Criollo, Curaray,
Guiana, Iquitos, Maraňón, Nanay, Nacional, and Purús.
Compared with traditional cacao classification schemes,
this new system more accurately reflects the genetic
diversity available to breeders. The Costa Rican cacao
variety, Matina, was named after the Matina river valley,
where the variety was first grown and where it has been
maintained in its original form [7]. Although some var-
iation in phenotype does exist within the types consid-
ered to be Matina, its genotype is known to be largely
homozygous [7]. The Matina 1-6 clone is a traditional
cultivar that exhibits the Amelonado phenotype and
belongs to the Amelonado genetic group. This group
shows little genetic diversity compared with the other
nine groups [2,8] and, critically, it is the most common
cultivated type of cacao worldwide [8-10].
Because of its high yield and disease resistance, the
most ubiquitous clone in large cacao plantations in
Latin America is CCN 51. It is also the optimal parent
in many breeding programs, owing to its favorable com-
bining ability for yield. Unfortunately, it has a rather
undesirable flavor profile because of its high acidity and
astringency, and also because it lacks desirable floral
aromas. The undesirable flavor profile of CCN 51 is par-
ticularly pertinent to cacao exporters in Ecuador, who
frequently mix CCN 51 with beans from the Nacional
variety, which has desirable floral flavors and green
pods. However, the adulteration of Nacional beans
reduces the overall quality of Ecuadorian exports and
consequently the chocolate made from this origin. In an
effort to make a distinction between farmers growing
CCN 51 (red pod color) from those growing clones with
favorable flavor profiles, the aim of the breeding pro-
gram of the Ecuadorian Cacao Research Institute
(INIAP) is to select for high-yielding clones that exhibit
desirable floral aromas, which bear green pods and are
thus easily differentiable from CCN 51. The ultimate
goal of this segregation strategy is to improve the quality
of the beans exported from Ecuador.
The color of immature cacao pods, which varies from
green (light to dark) to red and purple, is caused by dif-
ferential accumulation of anthocyanin [7]; mature pods
tend to be yellow, orange, red or purple, although some
mature pods remain green. Although it is an oligogenic
trait [7], pod color in the progeny of crosses cannot be
predicted based simply on parental phenotypes, because
of the presence of allelic dominance [7]. Identification of
genes that regulate pod color therefore constitutes a
crucial first step toward the development of a platform
for marker-assisted selection (MAS) aimed at the devel-
opment of high-yielding alternatives to CCN 51. The
ability to screen young cacao seedlings with molecular
markers and to select only those carrying alleles that
result in green pods would greatly reduce the population
sizes required for the laborious and expensive phenoty-
pic evaluations of unlinked flavor and yield traits.
The genome sequence of a Criollo genotype (B97-61/
B2) was recently reported [11]. Although this cacao type
is genetically distinct [1,2], it is a poor representative of
the cacao types cultivated worldwide. In an effort to
enhance the accuracy and speed of traditional cacao
breeding, we sequenced the genome of Matina 1-6, a
self-compatible and highly homozygous genotype that is
more representative of the cacao cultivated worldwide.
The ultimate goal of our sequencing and trait-mapping
efforts is the development of tools for MAS in cacao.
The genome sequences of over two dozen plant species
have been generated in recent years [12]. However, we
are aware that there are few concrete examples of stra-
tegies that translate these sequence data into knowledge
relating specific genes to phenotypic traits. This paucity
of solid links between genes and traits has led to criti-
cism of the utility of these genome sequences [13].
A preliminary version of the T. cacao L. Matina 1-6
genome (V0.9) was released to the public in 2010. We
describe here our sequencing effort, an improved ver-
sion of the Matina 1-6 genome (V 1.1), and its use in
investigating genotype-phenotype relationships in
T. cacao. Our approach to demonstrating the usefulness
of this genomes in identifying candidate genes regulating
desirable traits involved augmenting the improved
Matina 1-6 genome sequence with sequence information
from additional genotypes, implementing haplotype
phasing for use in linkage mapping, and enhancing
these results using association mapping and differential
gene-expression analysis. To demonstrate the power of
this comprehensive approach, we chose pod-color varia-
tion as an example of a trait that could be altered
through MAS. Genotypic and phenotypic data from
three different segregating populations (MP01, T4 Type
1, and T4 Type 2) were collected for this study. The
two T4 mapping populations are part of a population
that was recently used to identify multiplequantitative
trait locus (QTL) associated with resistance to the frosty
pod (Moniliophthora roreri) and black pod (Phy-
tophthora spp.) diseases, with self-incompatibility, and
with other horticultural traits, including pod color
[14,15]. A single QTL associated with pod color was
identified and mapped onto linkage group 4 (chromo-
some 4) [14]. This pod-color trait was mapped using T4
Type 1 and Type 2 populations, between the microsatel-
lite markers mTcCIR158 (at 8.5 cM) and mTcCIR107
(at 36.4 cM) [14]. In the present study, we further
refined this region to a 0.6 Mbp interval on chromo-
some 4 (20.5 to 21.1Mbp) and identified a candidate
gene for pod color that is homologous to a gene that
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The flow cytometry (FCM) estimate of the Matina 1-6
genome size is 445 Mbp; this value approximates the
mean determined for 28 different T. cacao genotypes
(see Additional file 1, Table S1), including representa-
tives of all 10 structural diversity groups defined by
Motamayor et al. [2]. When analyzed by structural
group, the genome sizes fall into three statistically dis-
tinct sets (see Additional file 1, Table S2). Genotypes
within the Nacional group have the largest genomes,
whereas most of the other genotypes have genomes
similar in size to that of Matina 1-6, a member of the
Amelonado group. Cultivars within the Criollo group,
including B97-61/B2 (409 Mbp) whose genome was
recently published [11], have some of the smallest gen-
omes within the species (see Additional file 1, Table S2).
Assignment of chromosomes to pseudomolecules using
fluorescence in situ hybridization
We performed fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)-
based karyotyping of mitotic T. cacao chromosomes,
using two types of probes: genomic repeats (centromeric
repeats) for differential chromosome ‘painting’, and bac-
terial artificial chromosomes (BACs) for chromosome
identification. Centromeric repeat-based FISH has been
used to identify chromosomes in soybean [16] and
maize [17,18]. We identified sequences homologous to a
previously identified candidate centromeric repeat [11]
by searching unassembled sequence reads acquired dur-
ing generation of the Matina 1-6 physical map [19]. A
ClustalW alignment (not shown) of the 236 sequences
with the highest percentage of identity indicated a
length for the Matina 1-6 Cent-Tc repeat of 171 bp (see
Additional file 2, Figure S1 for consensus), comparable
with the centromere monomer length in other plant
species [20-22]. We designed specific oligonucleotide
probes that target highly conserved or less well con-
served centromeric repeat T. cacao (Cent-Tc) regions
(see Additional file 2, Figure S1). Probe OLI-07 was pre-
sent in the majority (74%) of the aligned Cent-Tc
repeats, whereas probe OLI-13 was present in 12.5%.
When used together in FISH experiments (see Materials
and methods section for details) the two probes differ-
entiated the mitotic chromosomes into several distinct
color and intensity subgroups (Figure 1). To identify
individual chromosomes, BAC probes (Materials and
methods; also see Additional file 1, Table S3) derived
from low-repeat content regions of each of the 10 pseu-
domolecules defined by Matina 1-6 physical mapping
[19] were individually mapped to Cent-Tc-labeled
chromosomes (Figure 1 and data not shown). We then
developed a six-component (two Cent-Tc probes plus
four BAC probes) FISH ‘cocktail’ that simultaneously
identified every chromosome in a single mitotic chro-
mosome spread (Figure 1). Because the Matina 1-6 phy-
sical map is anchored by high-density molecular
markers that relate the map to the sequenced genome,
pseudomolecule-derived BAC probes permit the associa-
tion of molecular-linkage groups and the pseudomole-
cules with the chromosomes themselves, thereby
enabling chromosome numbering based on pseudomole-
cule numbering, and generating a single, unified cytoge-
netic map for Matina 1-6.
Sequencing and assembly of the Matina 1-6 genome
In total, 32,460,307 sequence reads (a combination of San-
ger and Roche 454 pyrosequencing; see Additional file 1,
Table S4), were assembled using a modified version of
Arachne (version 20071016 [23]). The resulting assembly
was integrated with multiple high-quality genetic maps
(see Additional file 1, Table S5) to produce a chromo-
some-scale assembly. Sanger sequences were obtained
from fosmids and from BAC ends selected using the mini-
mum tiling path of a previously reported physical map
[19] (see Materials and methods).
The initial assembly generated 1,672 scaffold sequences
with a scaffold N50 of 7.4 Mbp, and 91 scaffolds longer
than 100 kbp (see Additional file 1, Table S6), giving a
total scaffold length of 348.7 Mbp. To generate version
1.1 of the Matina 1-6 genome assembly, we removed
contaminating sequences and scaffolds containing exclu-
sively any of the following: unanchored repetitive
sequences, unanchored ribosomal (r)DNA sequences,
mitochondrial DNA, chloroplast DNA, and sequences
less than 1 kbp in length. Next, we integrated the maps
and constructed chromosome-scale pseudomolecules
(see Materials and methods). Unanchored repetitive
sequences were identified from the scaffolds remaining
from the construction of pseudomolecules. These are
scaffolds composed of more than 95% 24-mers occurring
more than four times in scaffolds longer than 50 kb.
Unanchored rDNA, mitochondrial, and chloroplast
sequences were identified by aligning the remaining scaf-
folds against the nr/nt nucleotide collection at the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
The chromosome-scale assembly contains 711 scaffolds
that cover 346.0 Mbp of the genome, with a contig N50
of 84.4 kbp and a scaffold N50 of 34.4 Mb. The resulting
final statistics are shown in Table 1. Plots of the marker
placements were constructed for all three genetic maps
used for the assembly, and for the synteny between exons
in the T. cacao Matina 1-6 and Criollo genomes (see
Additional file 2, Figure S2). The pseudomolecules com-
prise 99.2% (346.0 Mbp of 348.7 Mbp) of the assembly.
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Figure 1 Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)-based karyotype of Theobroma cacao Matina 1-6. A FISH cocktail comprised of two
Cent-Tc oligonucleotide probes plus four BAC clones permitted identification of the ten chromosome pairs. (A) Ideogram of the T. cacao Matina
1-6 karyotype. Centromeres are coded in accordance with the color and size of the combined FISH signals for OLI-07 (green pseudo-colored)
and OLI-13 (red pseudo-colored). Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) probes (red or green) are indicated by paired dots near chromosome
termini. The following BACs were used for probes: for Tc03, TcC_Ba057I03 and TcC_Ba027M06; for Tc04, TcC_BB065A03; for Tc06, TcC_Ba018I22.
Relative chromosome sizes are not indicated, with the exception of the satellite arm of Tc07, which is shown as a knob. (B) Chromosomes
labeled with the FISH cocktail arranged by chromosome number. Chromosomes are discriminated as follows: Tc01 has the second-brightest
yellow centromere. Tc02 has the brightest yellow centromere. Tc03, Tc04, Tc06, and Tc07 all have similar centromere labeling (pure green), but
are differentiated based on unique BAC probe labeling: Tc03 is labeled at each end by green BAC probes; Tc04 is labeled at one end by a green
BAC probe; Tc06 is labeled at one end by a red BAC probe; and Tc09 is not labeled by BAC probes. Tc05 has the second-brightest red
centromere; Tc08 has the brightest red centromere with an ‘internal’ green domain; and Tc09 has the brightest yellow-green centromere and is
much longer than Tc10, which has the second-brightest yellow-green centromere. (C) DAPI channel image of chromosomes in (B). The satellite
arms of Tc07 are above the centromeres. (D) A FISH image containing a complete chromosome spread. (E) Corresponding DAPI channel image
from which chromosomes in (C) were extracted.
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For detailed comparison of the Criollo and Matina scaf-
fold assemblies, see Additional file 1 (Table S7). The gen-
ome assembly has been deposited in GenBank (accession
number [ALXC01000000]).
Arachne assembly assessment
An initial assessment of the completeness of the Arachne2
euchromatic genome assembly was estimated using
1,015,064 Roche/454 leaf transcript sequence reads [24].
The results of this analysis indicated that 98.9% of these
(see Materials and methods) mapped to the 10 chromo-
somes. Other completeness assessments are described in
the annotation results (see below). We also validated the
Arachne2 sequence assembly against a 998 kbp reference
region of Sanger-sequenced BAC clones from the Matina
1-6 library [25]. A dot-plot comparing the assembled gen-
ome and the BAC clone reference region was constructed
(see Additional file 2, Figure S3). Overall, the analysis indi-
cated high contiguity across the region; a detailed sum-
mary reporting error events and bps affected is presented
(see Additional file 1, Table S8).
Evidence-based gene annotation
We prioritized the generation and use of RNA sequen-
cing data from diverse experiments, and from available
plant whole-gene sets, for evidence-based annotation.
The overall results are shown schematically in Figure 2.
Longer transcript read sets (Roche/454, see Materials
and methods) were first used to confirm the completeness
of genome assembly version 1.1 as above. Seven million
reads (see Additional file 1, Table S9) sequenced from leaf,
bean, and floral RNA from different genetic backgrounds
mapped at rates ranging from 88.25% to 99.25% in Matina
1-6 (version 1.1) and from 85.23% to 97.89% in Criollo
(version.1 [11]) genome assemblies. Mapping sequence
identities were similar, suggesting that no significant dif-
ferences were derived from sampling (see Additional file 1,
Table S9). The aforementioned reads were also used for
gene model annotation together with 1.22 billion shorter
paired-end reads from Illumina RNA sequencing (see
Additional file 1, Table S10).
We used coding and intron spans from protein align-
ments of eight annotated plant genomes for homology
modeling (see Materials and methods; also see Addi-
tional file 1, section 3). The contributions of RNA and
protein analyses are displayed independently with final
models in Figure 2.
Evidence-supported models represent 29,408 loci with
14,806 alternative transcripts determined from RNA
assemblies (see Additional file 1, Table S11). Addition-
ally, about 20,000 elements were annotated with little or
no support. These included around 13,000 gene-like
regions that overlapped substantially (≥ 33%) with trans-
poson loci (described below) and showed little or no
evidence of expression, as well as loci predicted ab initio
only, partial gene models, possible non-coding RNAs,
and pseudogenes.
If the evidence-supported gene models alone are consid-
ered, around 15% of the Matina 1-6 genome (54 Mb) is
expressed, and 36 Mbp of this represents protein-coding
sequence. Intron size distribution was bimodal, as seen in
other plant genes [26] (see Additional file 1, Table S12).
The breadth of RNA data and the larger set of plant gen-
ome sequences available since our first cacao annotation
release (version 0.9) contributed to a more substantiated
annotation by every measure. The improved gene models
are characterized by longer protein-coding sequence, full
expression support through untranslated regions, and
fewer fragments relative to both Matina (version 0.9 and
Criollo (version 1) (see Additional file 1, Table S13).
Analysis of gene content and orthology
Among the primary cacao protein structures, we found
18,457 unique alignments to UniProt references [27]
and 4,903 that were without match in this broadly com-
prehensive database. Products of 3,426 gene models
(5,819 transcripts) were associated with 140 KEGG
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway
maps [28]. This compares with 125, 124, 123, and 124
currently annotated metabolic pathways for Arabidopsis,
poplar, grape, and castor bean, respectively [28]. Cacao
genes were categorized using OrthoMCL [29] into
15,523 putative orthologous groups situated among
those of 8 other plants used in the annotation, and of
these groups, 13,700 contained a single representative.
Remarkably, only 43 orthologous groups that were
defined based on genes present in the other plant spe-
cies had no cacao gene representative, the lowest level
among the fully sequenced plant genomes analyzed (see
Additional file 1, Table S14a). Orthology analyses per-
formed in this study (see Materials and methods; see
Additional file 1, section 3) generate group partitions
that sometimes divide known phylogenetic clades. Ten
(23%) of the groups not represented in cacao were
defined by uncharacterized or hypothetical proteins in
the other plants. The remainder of the unrepresented
groups averaged only one or two copies in the other
Table 1 Final summary assembly statistics for




Scaffold sequence total 346.0 Mbp
Contig sequence total 330.8 Mbp (4.4% gap)
Scaffold N50, size (number) 34.4 Mbp (5)
Contig N50, size (number) 84.4 Kbp (1,080)
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Figure 2 Genomic features of Theobroma cacao Matina 1-6. Shown are overall densities of evidence sets (see Materials and methods) that
contributed to T. cacao Matina 1-6 annotation, and the final results as described in the text. Data were plotted for the chromosomes
(pseudomolecules) in 50 Kbp sliding windows. Yellow denotes protein homology evidence by alignment to proteins of eight previously
annotated plant genomes; blue denotes mapping of transcriptome data from second-generation RNA sequencing; green denotes gene models;
red denotes transposons from homology-based and structure-based annotation, as described in the text (see Materials and methods).
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plants, and generally reflected sequence divergence
within plant gene families whose paralogs were indeed
present in cacao. For example, although one group in
the 2-oxoglutarate and Fe(II)-dependent oxygenase
superfamily was not represented in cacao, a number of
cacao genes falling into 59 orthologous groups and an
additional 8 ungrouped genes were annotated as mem-
bers of this superfamily. There were 16 calcium-depen-
dent kinase (CDPK) groups and three ungrouped
CDPKs found in cacao, although one group that was
defined for the other plants was not represented in
cacao by this analysis. The over-represented and under-
represented gene families for cacao, including these
examples are tabulated (see Additional file 1, Table
S14b), and the results summarized in a Venn diagram
form as shared gene families for five compared plants
(see Additional file 1, Figure S4).
The identified proteins were assigned to gene ontology
(GO) categories, provided by The Arabidopsis Informa-
tion Resource (TAIR), and the proportion of genes
assigned to each category were found to be relatively
close between poplar, cacao, and grape, but significantly
different from Arabidopsis (c2 = 2895.128, degrees of
freedom (df) = 78, P < 2.2 ×10-16; see Additional file 1,
Table S14c). This initial comparison suggested that
cacao has the highest overall similarity to poplar (1.0
correlation, c2 = 7.2923, df = 25, P= 0.9998), and that
Arabidopsis drives most of the differences in gene con-
tent per GO category. Although further work will con-
tribute to improve the functional annotation of the
proteins identified in Matina 1-6, the initial assessment
and functional characterization provided here consider-
ably improves the genomic tools available for cacao, as
we describe below for the mapping and identification of
genes regulating phenotypic traits.
Lineage-specific genes are undoubtedly among the 703
T. cacao gene clusters [29] that share no apparent
orthology with genes in any of the other 8 plants used
in this study (see Additional file 1, Table S14a). Ongoing
analyses, which incorporate an annotated gene set for
cotton, a second member of the Malvaceae family that
was recently sequenced [30], will refine this picture, and
will also help define genes that are associated with spe-
ciation. Hierarchical clustering of cacao gene families,
among those of many other plants, is available in Phyto-
zome (version 9 [31]).
To further understand the results from the previously
described analyses and to annotate seemingly divergent
or uncharacterized unique genes in cacao, we performed
additional hidden Markov model (HMM) searches [32].
We annotated 4244 transcripts from 4,085 genes (trans-
poson overlaps excluded) based on expression, that is,
association with RNA sequencing evidence alone, as
these showed no homology to proteins in the other 8
plant genomes. We then surveyed potentially remote
homology that would not have been identified within our
annotation standards by searching these cacao proteins
against the profile HMM databases Pfam and TIGR-
FAMS, using HMMER3 [32]. In total, 126 HMM families
(E-value 0.005) were found within the no-homology set.
We compared these with the set of HMM families
obtained from an identical scan of cacao proteins with
other plant homology (for groupings of these annotations
and the proportion of HMM families between the two
sets, see Additional file 1, Table S14d). Although the
Pfam database is part of InterPro (used above), probabil-
istic scoring in the HMMER3 algorithm can exceed the
accuracy of finding motifs by single optimal alignments
[33,34]. Although only four HMM families were unique
to the no-homology set, these were members of clades
that were represented in the set of annotated plant
homologs (see Additional file 1, Table S14d). Overall,
this analysis therefore added modest numbers of addi-
tional members to known structural categories, and
approximately 3% more definition to the unknown pro-
teins of cacao.
Gene models of the Matina 1-6 (version 1.1) sequence
have been deposited in NCBI as (GenBank accession
number [ALXC00000000]).
Transposable elements
A significant portion of eukaryotic genomes is composed
of transposable elements (TEs) [35-37]. Using a struc-
ture-based and homology-based strategy, we identified
8,542 intact TEs in the T. cacao Matina 1-6 genome.
Those elements, together with numerous truncated ele-
ments and other fragments, cover 41.53% of the
assembled genome. The overall results are shown sche-
matically in Figure 2. In a parallel comparative analysis
using the same approach, we identified 5,089 intact TE
copies in the T. cacao Criollo genome [11], and found
only 35.40% of the Criollo genome assembly to be com-
prised of TEs (see Additional file 1, Table S15). Although
this estimate represents a nearly 10% increase in TEs
over a previous annotation of Criollo (version 1 [11]), the
proportion of TEs in the assembled portion of the Criollo
genome is notably less than that in the assembled portion
of the Matina 1-6 (version 1.1) genome.
Retrotransposons, especially long terminal repeat (LTR)
retrotransposons, are the predominant class of TEs identi-
fied in the cacao genome. Two types of LTRs are found:
intact and solo. Solo LTRs are thought to be formed by
unequal intra-element homologous recombination (UR)
between two closely identical intact LTRs [38]. The 7,545
LTR retrotransposons identified, comprising 5,345 solo
LTRs and 2,200 intact LTRs, can be classified into 369
families as follows: 123 copia-like, 233 gypsy-like, and 13
unclassified families (see Additional file 1, Table S16).
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Of the 333 retrotransposon families identified in Criollo,
277 are common to both Criollo and Matina 1-6 genomes,
56 families are specific to Criollo, and Matina 1-6 contains
92 LTR retrotransposons families not identified in Criollo
(see Additional file 1, Table S16). While 96.02% (Criollo)
and 98.10% (Matina 1-6) of the intact copies of these ret-
rotransposons belong to these 277 shared families, the
copy numbers of elements in each family differ substan-
tially. For example, for Tcr53, which is the largest family
in both genomes, 1,124 copies were identified in the
Matina 1-6 genome, whereas only 301 copies were
detected in the Criollo genome. It should be noted that,
because the portions of either the Matina 1-6 or the
Criollo sequences that were not assembled into the cur-
rent genome pseudeomolecules remain unknown, the con-
tribution of TEs to the difference in the contents and sizes
of the two genomes could not be assessed more precisely.
Nevertheless, four times more copies of Tcr53 elements
were detected in Matina 1-6 than in Criollo, which may be
explained mainly by the different levels of independent
amplification of this family in the two genomes after their
divergence. Most of the families that are unique to either
genome contained only single copies. DNA transposons
represent 8.87% of the Matina 1-6 genome and 7.00% of
the Criollo genome. The gypsy-like retrotransposons com-
prise 79.93% (4.90% out of 6.13%) of the difference in TE
coverage between Matina 1-6 and Criollo. These results
suggest that retrotransposons may have undergone a
recent amplification in the Matina 1-6 genome.
Synteny between Matina 1-6 and Criollo
We further compared the whole-genome sequences of
Matina 1-6 (version 1.1) and the Criollo-type B97-61/B2
(version 1 [11]). The results, depicted using Circos [39],
indicate very well conserved synteny, as expected, with
271 orthologous regions (ORs) identified (see Additional
file 2, Figure S5). The longest OR is a 7.7 Mbp region in
chromosome 9 in both Criollo and Matina 1-6, which con-
tains 2,580 matching exons. The mean number of match-
ing exons in each OR is 150, and the mean lengths of the
ORs are 681 kbp in Criollo and 717.5 kbp in Matina 1-6.
Of the total number annotated in each genome, 87.23 %
(28,666 of 32,862) of the Criollo genes and 76.08 %
(22,374 of 29,408) of the Matina 1-6 genes are located in
the ORs that we identified. The orthology is well con-
served at the chromosomal level, but fewer and smaller
ORs between non-orthologous chromosomes were also
detected (see Additional file 2, Figure S5). Regions on
chromosome 2 of Matina 1-6 are orthologous to regions
on chromosome 9 of Criollo, for example, and regions on
chromosome 3 of Matina 1-6 are orthologous to regions
on chromosome 10 of Criollo. In total, 12 ORs between
non-orthologous chromosomes were detected and the
mean size of the ORs between non-orthologous
chromosomes was much smaller than that of the ORs
between orthologous chromosomes (see Additional file 1,
Table S18).
We analyzed the distribution of the genes associated
with transposons in ORs between non-orthologous
chromosomes and those between orthologous chromo-
somes (see Additional file 1, Table S18). We examined
the mean span (kb) between genes and between trans-
posons in each region of the two cultivars. In both culti-
vars, the mean span between transposons was shorter in
ORs between non-orthologous chromosomes, even
though the mean span between genes was larger in ORs
between non-orthologous chromosomes. These results
suggest that a much higher proportion of the genes in
ORs between non-orthologous regions are associated
with transposon activity than those in ORs between
orthologous regions. The higher frequency of transpo-
son-related genes in the ORs between non-orthologous
chromosomes, along with the smaller size of the ORs
between the non-orthologous chromosomes, suggests
that those blocks were translocated to non-orthologous
regions by transposon activity.
Although more detailed studies are required to discern if
the observed differences are inherent to the different
assemblies and annotation approaches, we determined
whether any disease resistance-related genes (within the
leucine-rich repeats: LRR-RLK class) or genes potentially
involved with cacao-bean quality [11] reside in ORs (see
Additional file 1, Table S19). The genes that reside outside
ORs or in ORs between non-orthologous chromosomes
could be responsible for the differences in crop quality
and disease resistance between the two cultivars. It has
been reported that genes encoding proteins involved in
plant interaction with biotic and abiotic extrinsic factors
are far more likely to have been transposed than those
that are involved in relatively stable processes [40].
Many of the LRR-RLK genes, flavonoid biosynthetic
pathway genes, lipid biosynthesis genes, and terpenoid
synthesis genes identified in T. cacao by Argout et al.
[11] are outside ORs (see Additional file 1, Table S19;
for the specific gene models involved in this analysis,
see Additional file 1, Table S20a). However, this analysis
was based on the Criollo annotation [11] and did not
use the genes identified through our evidence-based
annotation pipeline in Matina 1-6 for these pathways,
many of which are also in non-orthologous regions. For
example, the LRR-RLK gene motif is found in twice as
many genes in non-orthologous regions in the Matina
1-6 assembly as in the Criollo assembly (see Additional
file 1, Table S20b).
Mapping pod color
In both T4 mapping populations (see Materials and
methods), the progeny segregate in a 1:1 ratio for pod
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color, suggesting the involvement of a single gene. The
common parent in both of these populations, Pound 7,
has green pods. The other parents of these crosses, UF
273 Type 1 and Type 2, have red pods (see Additional
file 2, Figure S6). In the MP01 mapping population, pod
color segregates in a 3:1 red:green ratio, and we infer
that both parents of this population, TSH 1188 and
CCN 51, are heterozygous for the dominant red allele
(see Additional file 2, Figure S6).
Linkage-mapping analyses previously suggested that
pod color is regulated by gene(s) located on chromo-
some 4 [14]. To corroborate this result, we performed
Fisher’s exact test for each single-nucleotide polymorph-
ism (SNP), using a contingency table of genotype counts
and phenotype scores (that is, red and green) and the
marker data from the ten linkage groups on the three
mapping populations (T4 Type 1, T4 Type 2, and
MP01). In all three mapping populations, a large region
on chromosome 4 showed significant (based on the
Bonferroni correction at a = 0.05) association with pod
color (see Additional file 2, Figure S7).
Using haplotypes can be more powerful than using sin-
gle-marker methods to detect phenotypic effects of low-
frequency variants in genome-wide association studies
[41,42]. Haplotype-based methods are also useful for
inferring the underlying causal genetic basis for various
traits in linkage-mapping populations because, as shown
here, it is possible to evaluate the parental inheritance of
the associated haplotype more efficiently. We therefore
determined parental haplotypes for chromosome 4 in
individuals from the three mapping populations studied
to help us identify candidate genes that are associated
with this trait. We resolved the genotypes of the progeny
in each of the mapping populations for chromosome 4
into the two corresponding parental haplotypes, using
the output of HAPI-UR [43] (see Materials and methods).
To investigate the effect from each parental haplotype
separately on pod color, we performed Fisher’s exact
tests separately for each parent, on individuals from each
mapping population, using a 2 × 2 contingency table of
parental haplotypes for each marker and red and green
pod color. This analysis identified a difference between
the T4 and MP01 populations; in both T4 populations,
haplotypes belonging to one parent, Pound 7, did not
affect the color phenotype; whereas in MP01, haplotypes
from both parents did affect pod color (Figure 3). The
observation that a single haplotype from each parent
associates with red pod color in MP01, but not in T4, is
consistent with the mendelian model outlined above, and
suggests the existence of a potential common allele in the
Figure 3 Statistical significance of association of pod color with markers on chromosome 4 of the parental Theobroma cacao
haplotypes. The y-value at each marker is -log10(P-value) with the P-value computed using Fisher’s exact test for both haplotypes of each
parent, taking as input a 2 × 2 contingency table per marker. The segment between the vertical dashed lines is the genomic region most
strongly associated with pod color in all three mapping populations. Thresholds denoted by the dashed red line in each plot were calculated
using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons at a = 0.05.
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two T4 mapping populations, even though the parents
are different. Our results also suggest that red pod color
is dominant over green and that both UF 273 parents are
heterozygous for the red allele, whereas the common par-
ent, Pound 7, is homozygous for the recessive green
allele.
We then focused on the small region that we had identi-
fied on chromosome 4 (Figure 3) as that most significantly
associated with the trait. The locations of the most signifi-
cant SNP markers vary only slightly between the mapping
populations, ranging from 20,987,989 bp to 21,726,996 bp.
The haplotype combinations, taking into account SNP
21,126,449 bp, explain the phenotypes in the data with at
least 97% accuracy in each population (see Additional file
1, Table S21; see Materials and methods for more details
on the computation with Fisher’s exact test).
To fine-tune the mapping of the region of interest, we
examined trees exhibiting a recombination of the haplo-
types within the associated region, and added flanking
markers to extend the region to 20.35 to 22.05 Mbp. In
each T4 population, there were 8 to 15 trees with
recombination events in at least one parental haplotype
(Figure 4a,b). The T4 recombinants refined the location
of the causal locus to the region between 20,562,635
and 21,726,996 bp on chromosome 4 (Figure 4a,b).
Using MP01 trees that exhibit recombination in this
region, the location of the causal locus was further
refined (Figure 4c) to the region between 20,562,635
and 21,126,449 bp on chromosome 4. Indeed, the alleles
in TcAPO4 and TcMYB6 associated with red pod color
in the CCN 51 and TSH 1188 parents were now also
associated with green pod color in the recombinants.
This result further supports the hypothesis of a single
allele underlying pod color (although there is the possi-
bility that different mutations in the same gene could be
responsible).
Candidate genes for pod color
The availability of the high-quality Matina 1-6 reference
genome permits straightforward identification of candidate
genes within the restricted chromosome region identified.
Recombination events identified in the T4 Type 1 and
Type 2 mapping populations delimit the region regulating
pod-color variation to between 20,562,635 and 21,726,996
bp on chromosome 4 (Figure 4a,b). In this region, three
gene models are of particular interest: TCM_019192,
homologous to Arabidopsis MYB113; TCM_019219,
homologous to the Vitis vinifera APO4 gene; and
TCM_019261, homologous to Arabidopsis MYB6. Both
MYB genes encode transcription factors of the R2R3
domain class, which are known to be diverse in plants
[44]; whereas APO proteins promote photosystem 1 com-
plex stability and associated chlorophyll accumulation
[45].
Cacao pod color is determined by the degree of red
pigment that is superimposed over the base green color
of the pod during development. The green color itself
ranges widely, from light to dark green [7]. Because the
intensity of pod pigment is influenced by the status of
the base green color, we considered the gene homolog
to APO4 to be a candidate gene for pod-color determi-
nation. It has been hypothesized that pod color could be
regulated by one locus with alleles that determine the
intensity of the green color acting in concert with a sec-
ond locus that determines pigmentation [7].
Two of the 18 MYB genes on chromosome 4 of the T.
cacao Matina 1-6 genome version 1.1_ (see Additional
file 1, Table S22), which are localized within the
20,562,635 and 21,726,996 bp interval, are particularly
promising candidate genes for pod-color variation in
cacao because variants in MYB transcription factors are
known to cause variation in berry pigmentation in
grapes [46,47]. While MYB6 is less characterized,
MYB113 is in a small clade known to act in complexes
with basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) proteins to activate
genes encoding enzymes acting in late stages of flavonol
biosynthesis. MYB variants cause pigmentation variation
in potato, tomato, and pepper [48], as well as in kale
[49]. Pigmentation in apple skin and flesh is also regu-
lated by MYB transcription factors [50]. Moreover,
when genes encoding the R2R3 MYB transcription fac-
tors (cloned from apple) are transformed into tobacco,
they induce the anthocyanin pathway, when co-
expressed with bHLH proteins [50]. MYB gene evolution
is thought to involve duplication events [51]; a single
gene cluster of three MYB genes is involved in berry
pigmentation in grape [46], and three genes of this type
(including MYB113) are tandemly arrayed in Arabidop-
sis. The gene cluster in grape that is involved in berry-
color variation includes the VvMYBA1 gene (homolo-
gous to TCM_019192), VvMYBA4 (homologous to
TCM_019261), and VvMybA2. Mutations within
VvMybA1 or VvMybA2 cause berries to be pigmented
white/green instead of the wild-type purple color [52].
As described above, the MP01 recombinants narrow
the region of interest to genes located between
20,562,635 and 21,126,449 bp on chromosome 4 (Figure
4c). Within this region, only one of the two MYB tran-
scription factors is present: TCM_019192, which is
homologous to VvMybA1. We refer to this gene as
TcMYB113, and it encodes a protein with 275 amino
acids sharing 61% identity with grape VvMYBA1 (see
Additional file 2, Figure S8 for protein-sequence com-
parison). In the Criollo genome [11], TCM_019192 is
annotated as two genes: Tc04_t014240 and Tc04_
t014250. This difference may be attributed to the strict
evidence-based Matina 1-6 version 1.1 annotation pro-
cedures that we used (see above).
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Figure 4 Haplotype analysis of trees exhibiting recombination in the chromosome 4 segment associated with pod color. (a)
Recombinant trees from population T4 Type 1; (b) recombinant trees from population T4 Type 2; (c) recombinant trees from population MP01.
Maternal and paternal haplotypes are shown at the top of each figure. Tree names are colored according to pod-color phenotype. Red
represents haplotypes associated with red pod color, and green represents haplotypes associated with green pod color from the two parents,
while the yellow marker values represent uncertainty in the haplotype assignment. The black vertical bars surround the most likely region
regulating pod-color variation according to the haplotypes of the recombinants (that is, if a recombinant shows only haplotypes for a given
marker associated with green pods, but its phenotype is red, this indicates that the marker is not associated with pod color; this is the case for
CATIE 1-63 at marker 22,053,861 in (a). The P-values from the Fisher’s exact test are shown above each marker for each parent. The P-values are
colored by parental phenotype, with the father always being bright red. The location of three candidate genes is indicated by colored dots
above the closest markers.
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Resequencing of additional genotypes and haplotype
phasing of resequenced data
The availability of a high-quality reference genome
greatly facilitates resequencing data analyses of addi-
tional genotypes. Five parents of the mapping popula-
tions (MP01: CCN 51 and TSH 1188,; T4 Type 1:
Pound 7 and UF 273 Type 1; T4 Type 2: Pound 7 and
UF 273 Type 2), and eight additional genomes (KA 2
101, K 82, LCTEEN 141, NA 331, PA 51, mvP 30, mvT
85, and Criollo 13) were resequenced (see Materials and
methods). Reads were phased for the region surrounding
the pod-color mapping interval (between 20,561,460 and
21,386,830 bp) on chromosome 4 (see Materials and
methods). We identified 21,225 SNPs and 1,879 putative
insertions/deletions (indels) within this region. Phasing
of the reads permitted generation of haplotype
sequences and, consequently, identification of the alleles
associated with pod color, specifically for the three can-
didate genes.
The phased resequencing data from 13 genotypes plus
the Matina 1-6 (version 1.1) sequence were used to gener-
ate clusters based on the haplotypes for the two MYB
genes and APO4 (see Additional file 2, Figure S9). The
haplotypes for TcMYB113 appear to cluster in agreement
with the haplotype they induce or the haplotype of the
phenotype of the clones they represent; this is not the case
for TcMYB6 or APO4, in which green and red haplotypes
are positioned within the same cluster (see Additional file
1, Figure S9). These results corroborate the association
between TcMYB113 and pod-color variation across multi-
ple resequenced unrelated samples with diverse genetic
backgrounds. The phylogenetic relationships between the
haplotypes also indicate that the haplotypes of the Criollo
13 green-pod genotype are closest to the cluster of red-
pod-associated haplotypes (see Additional file 2, Figure
S9). This suggests that the TcMYB113 alleles that are asso-
ciated with red pod color in this study originated from the
Criollo genetic group. In fact, only a single allele was
found for MYB6 and APO4 in the red pod-associated hap-
lotypes from the mapping population parents (see Addi-
tional file 2, Figure S9), but their sequence is identical to
the one from the resequenced green-pod Criollo 13. This
indicates that the red-pod parents of the mapping popula-
tions may have inherited a large segment of chromosome
4 from a Criollo genotype, and in fact, the Criollo genetic
group was previously identified as the most likely source
of the red-pod gene [7].
Sanger sequencing, association mapping, and putative
functional effects of polymorphisms found within
TcMYB113
The resequencing data shows specific SNPs in
TcMYB113 within coding regions in the alleles associated
with red pod color, which are at positions 20,878,747,
20,878,891, 20,878,957, 20,879,122, and 20,879,148.
We corroborated this result by Sanger sequencing of
the three candidate genes studied and by association
mapping (see Additional file 1, Table S23). The associa-
tion-mapping analysis was performed using 73 SNPs gen-
erated via Sanger sequencing (see Materials and
methods) and 95 other SNPs from chromosomes 1 to 10
in 54 genotypes with green pods and 17 genotypes with
red pods from diverse genetic backgrounds. Without
accounting for genetic structure, the most significant
P-values from the Fisher test were for the following SNPs
(from highest to lowest significance): 20,878,891;
20,875,691, and 20,879,148 (see Additional file 1,
Table S23). SNPs at these positions permitted differentia-
tion of alleles that are associated with the green-pod
Criollo genotypes from those associated with the red-pod
trees of Criollo origin (see Additional file 2, Figure S10).
The least significant of these (position 20,879,148; see
Additional file 1, Table S23) results in an amino-acid
change from serine to asparagine at codon 221 of the
TcMYB113 protein in the alleles associated with red pod
color. This residue occurs outside of the R2R3 DNA
binding domain, but within the C-terminal region that
varies substantially between MYB family members, mak-
ing the structural consequence of this substitution diffi-
cult to predict. When genetic structure was taken into
account in the association-mapping analysis, the signifi-
cance of the association between this SNP and pod color
was considerably lower (see Additional file 1, Table S23).
The second most significant SNP (position 20,875,691)
was detected via Sanger sequencing in the TcMYB113 5’
untranslated region (UTR), located 25 bases upstream of
the ATG start site (see Additional file 1, Table S23). The
function of this SNP is difficult to infer; however, muta-
tions occurring near translation start sites are known to
affect protein-translation rates [53]. The SNP that was
most significantly associated with pod color (position
20,878,891) is a synonymous mutation found within the
coding region of TcMYB113. Intriguingly, this SNP is
positioned within a target site for a dicot trans-acting
small interfering RNA (tasiRNA) derived from TAS4
(TRANS-ACTING siRNA 4) TAS4-siR81(-) as identified
by Luo et al. [54] (Figure 5; see Additional file 2, Figure
S8). TAS-derived siRNAs post-transcriptionally downre-
gulate protein-coding transcripts in a manner similar to
microRNA (miRNA)-directed repression [55,56].
MYB113 regulation in Arabidopsis additionally involves
miR828, which acts both to cleave TAS4 to generate the
interfering small RNA TAS4-siR81(-) [57] and also, inde-
pendently, to silence MYB113 [54]. We identified not
only the TAS4-siR81 site, but also a conserved miR828
target sequence within TcMYB113 (Figure 5), suggesting
that these regulatory mechanisms are highly conserved in
cacao. However, we detected no polymorphism within
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the miR828 target sequencewhich overlaps with the
highly conserved R3 domain (Figure 5). The activities of
both TAS4 and miR828 ultimately regulate anthocyanin
biosynthesis through MYBs in Arabidopsis [54]. Conser-
vation of and natural variation in this regulatory loop is
yet to be explored in other plants.
Resequencing data of the region 4 kbp upstream of
TcMYB113 also revealed SNPs associated with the red
pod-inducing haplotypes we had identified (see Addi-
tional file 2, Figure S11). However, because these SNPs
are also present in the resequenced green-pod genotype
Criollo 13, these mutations in the putative region con-
taining the promoter of TcMYB113 are unlikely to be
functionally associated with the red-pod phenotype.
Real-time quantitative PCR analysis of candidate genes
Pigmentation intensity has previously been correlated with
variation in MYB transcript level [50,58,59]. In parallel
with our genetic analyses, we quantified the accumulation
of candidate-gene transcripts to assess their involvement
with pod color. RNAs from developing young fruits (cher-
elles) of Pound 7 (a green-pod genotype) and UF 273
Type 1 and Type 2 (red-pod genotypes) were analyzed by
quantitative (q)PCR, to compare the relative transcript
levels of the T. cacao MYB113, AP04 and MYB6 genes.
Relative expression was normalized to leaf cDNA gener-
ated from Pound 7. The TcAPO4 and TcMYB6 genes each
showed decreased expression in all samples relative to
expression in leaf, but there were no differential gene-
expression patterns that correlated with pod color. By con-
trast, TcMYB113 expression in the small cherelle samples
for all genotypes showed a modest increase in expression
relative to the Pound 7 leaf (Figure 6a). This suggests that
TcMYB113 gene expression might be tissue-specific,
because anthocyanin accumulates in young leaves, includ-
ing those of Pound 7 [7]. We found TcMYB113 transcript
accumulation to be correlated with color intensity in a
variety of samples tested. TcMYB113 transcript levels in
large UF 273 cherelles (a clone with red pod color ), were
25-fold higher than that in large Pound 7 cherelles (a
clone with green pod color), and 250-fold higher than that
in Pound 7 leaves (Figure 6a). Notably higher transcript
levels were detected in large cherelles relative to small
cherelles (Figure 6a), and this correlated with the increase
in pigmentation intensity during the early stages of fruit
development.
Interestingly, recent miRNA annotation of apple [60]
showed miR828 expression only in flowers and fruit,
and not in other tissues examined, suggesting that mod-
ulation of MYB expression through non-coding RNAs
might be a tissue-specific aspect of conserved anthocya-
nin biosynthesis regulation.
Because anthocyanin accumulation is influenced by
sunlight [58], we also measured transcript levels of
TcMYB113 in a genotype (Gainesville II 164) that has
red pods at maturity, but exhibits both green and red
pigmentation during fruit development according to
light exposure. Green cherelles were collected from the
shaded branches of a Gainesville II 164 tree, and red
cherelles were collected from an area of the same tree
that was exposed to sunlight. TcMYB113 transcript
levels in Gainesville II 164 were 200-fold and 100-fold
higher (relative to the transcript levels in Pound 7 leaf)
in the red and the mixed greenred cherelles, respec-
tively, compared with the fully shaded green cherelles
(25-fold increase relative to Pound 7 leaf) (Figure 6b).
Gainesville II 316 (a green-pod genotype) that had been
exposed to full sunlight was used for comparison, and
its transcript levels (20-fold increase relative to leaf)
were comparable with those of the Gainsville II 164
green cherelles. Together, these results further corrobo-
rate the involvement of TcMYB113 in determining pod
color in cacao, and are a first indication that anthocya-
nin production in response to light in pods is mediated
by TcMYB113 accumulation.
Given the correlation between differences in TcMYB113
transcript levels and the pod-color variation seen in both
qPCR experiments, as well as the association-mapping
results presented above, we hypothesize that TAS4 siRNA
downregulates TcMYB113 transcripts, which results in
pod-color variation. Annotation of TAS and miRNA com-
plements in cacao will require further computational ana-
lysis and additional small RNA sequencing, as recently
reported for apple [60]. However, we have recently loca-
lized a homolog of the conserved TAS4 TCM_019486,
also on chromosome 4. An expressed sequence tag from
Figure 5 mir828 and TAS4-siR81 (-) sequence targets in TcMYB113. The green base pair indicates the single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
(20,878,891) that was most significantly associated with pod-color variation (C is associated with green pods and G is associated with red pods).
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this gene was previously reported [54], and we have
directly confirmed expression of this gene and the pre-
sence of the siR81 processed segment in small RNA iso-
lated and sequenced from cacao flowers (data not shown).
To further confirm that TAS4 siRNA plays a role in
the downregulation of TcMYB113 transcripts, we
repeated the experiments described above, but this time
using primers specific to the green and red alleles (Fig-
ures 6c,d). cDNA from small and large pods of the T4
Type 1 mapping population parents were used as tem-
plate, as described for the experiments mentioned
above. Red-colored bars in the figure represent relative
Figure 6 TcMYB113 transcript levels determined by quantitative PCR analysis of RNA from the pericarp of cherelles (young Theobroma
cacao fruits) of genotypes with green or red pod color (genotype names are colored accordingly). Bar colors indicate the color of (a,b) the
cherelles and (c,d) the alleles analyzed Although standard deviations were calculated, the values obtained were too low to graph at the scale used
below. All RNA levels are normalized to control RNA from Pound 7 leaf tissue. (a) TcMYB113 transcript levels in the pericarp of small (10 to 20 mm
length) and large (30 to 50 mm length) cherelles of the green-pod genotype Pound 7 and the pericarp of the red-pod genotypes UF 273 Type 1 and
Type 2. (b) TcMYB113 transcript levels in the pericarp of green cherelles of the green-pod genotype Gainesville II 316 and the pericarp of green, green
plus red. and red cherelles of the red-pod genotype Gainesville II 164. Green cherelles from Gainsville II 164 were obtained from the completely
shaded part of the tree sampled. (c) Allele-specific TcMYB113 transcript levels in the pericarp from small (10 to 20 mm length) and large (30 to 50 mm
length) cherelles of the green-pod genotype Pound 7 and the pericarp of the red-pod genotypes UF 273 Type 1 and Type 2. (d) TcMYB113 allele-
specific transcript levels in the pericarp of green cherelles of the green-pod genotype Gainesville II 316 and inthe pericarp of green (no sun), green
plus red (partial sun), and red (full sun) cherelles of the red-pod genotype Gainesville II 164. Green cherelles from Gainsville II 164 were obtained from a
completely shaded area of the tree sampled. Red bars in the green-pod Pound 7 is due to background fluorescence.
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steady-state expression of the red allele, and green bars
represent expression of the green allele. These results
show a five-fold increase in the expression of the red
allele over the green in samples with red pods (UF273
Type 1 and Type 2), whereas in green-colored pods,
very little expression of either allele is present. Cumula-
tive expression of both alleles is consistent with the pre-
vious expression levels seen for TcMYB113.
Allele-specific transcript levels were also measured in
the Gainsville II clone with varying exposure to sunlight.
The green-pod Gainsville II 316 showed no steady-state
expression of the red allele, and its green-allele expression
was similar to that seen in Figure 6d. For the red-pod
Gainsville II 164, expression of the red allele was consis-
tently higher than that of the green, and increased with
increasing exposure to sunlight. Additionally, green-allele
accumulation in this clone, although significantly smaller
than that of the red allele, still increased with increasing
exposure to sunlight. This suggests that TcMYB113
expression is regulated in response to sunlight exposure.
Together, these experiments further support our
hypothesis that the variant in the TAS4-si81 target site
on the red allele prevents TAS4 siRNA downregulation
of TcMYB113, and allows the accumulation of the
TcMYB113 red-allele transcript, whereas the green-allele
transcript is degraded.
Conclusions
The high-quality genome sequence of the Matina 1-6
clone (version 1.1 [61]), combined with phenotypic data
from the mapping populations, haplotype phasing,
phased sequence data from the parents of the mapping
populations, and qPCR expression analysis, enabled
identification of the T. cacao transcription factor gene
TcMYB113 (gene model TCM_019192) as a strong can-
didate for the gene regulating pod color in cacao. When
pod color was evaluated as a qualitative trait, specific
SNPs were associated with the absence of anthocyanin
in green pods. The correlation between higher transcript
levels of TcMYB113 gene and greater red pigmentation
in the pericarp suggests that differences in the activity
of this gene are likely to explain green/red color differ-
ences in cacao pods. This hypothesis is further substan-
tiated by our identification of sequences within
TcMYB113 that are indicative of regulation by a highly
conserved small RNA network that is involved in antho-
cyanin biosynthesis across dicot species [54]. One SNP,
position 20,878,891 on chromosome 4, which falls
within the target site for a highly conserved tasiRNA in
dicots: TAS4-siR81(-), is proposed to regulate the degra-
dation of the green-allele transcript and therefore pod-
color variation. It would be interesting to explore if
siRNA allele-specific degradation also drives the regula-
tion of fruit color in other plants.
The SNPs linked to green pod color can now be added
to our set of molecular markers for utilization in MAS
strategies [62]. For example, these new markers could be
used to positively select for high-yielding, high-aroma,
green-pod genotypes in crosses between CCN 51 and
cacao clones with desirable aroma profiles. Demonstration
of the association of TcMYB113 with pod color illustrates
that when the appropriate populations are evaluated and
the correct analysis is implemented, it can be straightfor-
ward to establish a bridge between a particular genome
sequence and a specific phenotypic trait. For highly con-
served traits such as anthocyanin pigmentation, for which
the MYB transcription factors have been shown to play a
major role in Rosaceae [50], Solanaceae [48], Brassicaceae
[49] and now Malvaceae, association mapping alone might
have provided similar results to those presented here.
Nevertheless, we expect other traits to have a more com-
plex pattern of shared variation. For example, we have also
been studying self-incompatibility (SI) [15], which is spor-
ogametophytic in T. cacao [63]. This type of SI is not
exhibited by any other sequenced plant species.
Within one genetic region that is known to determine
cacao SI [15], we detected no homology to gene families
that are known to regulate SI in other species [64].
Consequently, for genes that regulate traits more speci-
fic to T. cacao (or to related species with insufficient
genomic resources), implementing the strategy pre-
sented here will be a powerful way to identify candidate
genes that regulate crucial oligogenic traits. The key
advantage of sequencing an entire genome is that every
trait under study will benefit from the genomic and
genetic resources already generated (for example, refer-
ence genome sequence, resequenced genotypes, and
mapping populations), and no significant additional
investment will need to be made to identify additional
genes or markers for MAS. We are now well poised to
implement comparable genetic analyses to identify other
genes involved in crucial traits in T. cacao.
Materials and methods
Genome size estimation
T. cacao genome sizes were estimated using a modified
version of the FCM protocol described in [65] and the
Accuri C6 flow cytometer manual. We used the soybean
Glycine max (L.) Merr. var. Williams 82 (G. max W82) as
an internal reference standard in all of our FCM runs.
G. max W82 has been sequenced [66] and its estimated
haploid genome size of 1.1 Gb is sufficiently similar
(approximately twice the size) to the expected range of
T. cacao genome size values so as to ensure the accuracy
of our measurements [67]. T. cacao leaves from most of
the studied genotypes were obtained from trees at the
US Department of Agriculture Subtropical Horticultural
Research Station (Miami, FL, USA). Leaves from
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genotypes representing the Nacional structural group (Dr
Rey Gaston Loor, Instituto Nacional Autónomo de Inves-
tigaciones Agropecuarias, Quevedo, Ecuador and the
Criollo group cultivar B97-61/B2 )Cocoa Research Unit,
University of West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago) were
also obtained; Harvested leaves were stored at -80°C until
analysis. For each FCM sample run, 100 mg of leaf tissue
from a given T. cacao genotype and 100 mg of G. max
W82 leaf tissue were finely chopped together, using a
double-sided razor (Gillette Super Platinum; Boston, MA,
USA ), in 2 ml of woody plant buffer (WPB; [68]) in Petri
dishes on ice. Samples were then filtered through a 30
μm filter (CellTrics®; Partec GmBH, Munster, Germany)
into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. To 500 µl of this
nuclear suspension, RNase A (Fermentas/Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL, USA ) was added to a final
concentration of 50 μg/ml and samples were incubated
on ice for 30 minutes. Propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich,
St Louis, MO, USA) was then added to a final concentra-
tion of 50 μg/ml [68], and samples were incubated on ice
for another 30 minutes.
Samples were then run on a flow cytometer (Accuri
C6; BD Biosciences Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Three
technical replicates and one to five biological replicates
(representing different leaves from the same tree, based
on leaf availability) were analyzed for each genotype.
Data were analyzed using FCS Express 4 (Research Edi-
tion 2011; De Novo Software, Los Angeles, CA, USA).
The T. cacao and G. max W82 peaks were assessed to
obtain the 2C mean fluorescence value for each; the
peak coefficient of variation was below 5% for all sam-
ples. Once the mean fluorescence was obtained, the 2C
value for each genotype was determined as described
previously [69]. Briefly, the ratio between the 2C mean
sample (T. cacao) and 2C standard mean reference
(G. max W82) values was calculated and then multiplied
by the soybean estimated diploid genome size (2C =
2,230 Mb) [70]. Statistical analyses were conducted
using SAS software (version 9.2; SAS Institute, Cary,
NC, USA [71]). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least
squares means analyses were performed using the gen-
eral linear model (Proc GLM of the SAS software) to
estimate genome sizes by cultivar and structural groups,
and the post hoc Tukey-Kramer test at 5% significance
was used for separation of means.
Mapping populations for the genome assembly
To aid in assembly of the Matina 1-6 genome sequence
(see below) three genetic-mapping populations were
used to map 5,214 SNPs using anInfinium chip (Illu-
mina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and JoinMap® software
(version 4.1; Kyazma BV, Wageningen, the Netherlands)
[72]. The first mapping population, MP01, is located at
the Mars Center for Cocoa Sciences (MCCS; Itajuípe,
Bahia, Brazil). It was created by crossing TSH 1188 with
CCN 51, and originally contained 598 progeny trees
planted in 2004. In total, 3,251 SNP markers, using 461
trees in this population, were mapped. The second map-
ping population, T4 Type 1, is located at the Tropical
Agricultural Research and Higher Education Center
(CATIE; Turrialba, Costa Rica), and has been described
previously [14,15]. It comprises the progeny of a cross
between Pound 7 and UF 273 Type 1. In total, 3,014
SNPs, using 180 trees (Type I) from this population,
were mapped. The third population, derived from a KA
2-101 by K 82 cross, is located at the Coconut and
Cocoa Institute (Papua New Guinea)A total of 2,534
segregating SNPs, using 340 trees in this population,
were used to create the genetic map.
SNP genetic maps
SNP identification was carried out as described pre-
viously [24]. Briefly, leaf RNA samples isolated from
each of 15 members of a diversity panel of cacao geno-
types were sequenced on the GAII platform (Illumina)
and aligned to the T. cacao Matina 1-6 leaf transcrip-
tome [24]. A variant report was generated that displayed
all SNPs identified from the 15 genotypes, and standard
filtering protocols were applied [24]. The SNPs were
further filtered before being selected for inclusion on a
custom SNP chip (Infinium; Illumina). Passing the addi-
tional filter required an Illumina Infinium Assay Design
Tool score of greater than 0.9, a minor allele frequency
of greater than 0.2, and heterozygosity for that SNP in
at least one genotype in the diversity panel. In addition,
only single bead-type SNPs (A/C, A/G, T/C, T/G) were
chosen; where possible, two SNPs per transcript locus
were selected. The final list of 6,000 SNP sequences was
submitted to Illumina for Infinium SNP Chip produc-
tion and subsequent genotyping. After validation by Illu-
mina, a total of 5,214 bead types remained, which were
then used to genotype the mapping populations. For
details on DNA sample preparation for SNP fingerprint-
ing, see Additional file 1.
All members of the three mapping populations
described above were genotyped for the 5,214 SNPs, but
not all of the SNPs segregated in the mapping popula-
tions. The genetic linkage maps were created using Join-
Map® version 4.1 [72]) We excluded from further
analyses any SNPs showing segregation distortion (c2
values greater than 10), SNP loci that were absent from
more than 10% of the trees, and any individual trees
missing more than 10% of the SNP markers. The result-
ing SNP genotype data were transformed manually to
produce the final maps using JoinMap version 4.1 [72]
with the maximum likelihood (ML) mapping algorithm
and default settings. These genetic maps and the physi-
cal map of T. cacao Matina 1-6 [19] were used to order
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the sequence assembly and to map pod color after hap-
lotype phasing of chromosome 4 (see below).
Mapping populations for pod-color mapping
Phenotypic data for pod color, described as a binary
green versus red trait, were collected in the MP01 and
T4 Type 1 mapping populations mentioned above (see
Additional file 2, Figure S6). An additional population
issued from a cross between Pound 7 and UF 273 Type
2 (called T4 Type 2) was also studied; this comprised 68
trees (see Additional file 2, Figure S6), which were suc-
cessfully fingerprinted using the same type of Illumina
Infinium chip described above. For the total number of
markers and trees used for genotype and haplotype
(chromosome 4) mapping in these populations, see
Additional file 1 (Tables S24-S26).
Genome sequencing
DNA was isolated from Matina 1-6 leaf nuclei as
reported previously [24], and prepared into a variety of
libraries for whole-genome shotgun sequence (WGS),
and for cloning for BAC and fosmid end-sequencing
[19,25].
For the bulk of the shotgun data, we used pyrosequen-
cing (454 Life Sciences/Roche, Bradford, CT, USA) of
both linear and paired libraries. Linear libraries included
7.3 times the assembled coverage from the GS FLX Tita-
nium XL platform (454 Life Sciences) and 8.23 times the
assembled sequence from GS-XLR (454 Life Sciences)
reads. We sequenced eight paired recombination libraries
(see Additional file 1, Table S4) on a GS-XLR instrument
(454 Life Sciences/Roche), which comprised four libraries
with an insert size of 3 kb, one with an insert size of 6 kb,
and three with an insert size of 8 kb; fter removal of
duplicate paired reads, these three sets yielded respec-
tively 2.5, 0.9 and 2.3 times the assembled sequence
coverage.
We also sequenced the insert ends of three fosmid
libraries and three independent BAC libraries to add an
additional 0.4 times sequence coverage from the Sanger
platform in order to increase the contiguity of the
assembled WGS sequence. Methods detailing BAC
selection for end-sequencing have been described pre-
viously [19]. Briefly, a dense array of BACs for end-
sequencing was selected using an in-house Perl script to
iterate through the T. cacao physical map contigs and to
select BACs with flanking ends that were approximately
7 kbp apart. BAC DNA was purified after standard alka-
line lysis miniprep methods [73], and used as template
for BAC end-sequencing. The BAC end-sequencing
reactions were performed in 96-well format plates using
a commercial product (BigDye, version 3.1; Applied Bio-
systems, Foster City, CA, USA), and the flanking ends
were sequenced using the T7 and M13 reverse priming
sites located on the BAC vector. DNA sequence was
collected on a genetic analyzer (ABI3730xl; Applied Bio-
systems). Preparation and sequencing of the 998 kbp
Sanger reference genomic segment has been described
in detail elsewhere [25] (also see Additional file 1, Sup-
plemental Materials and methods). [For details of the
preparation and end-sequencing of fosmids, see Addi-
tional file 1 Additional materials and methods.
Genome assembly
In total, 32,460,307 sequence reads (for clone size break-
downs, see Additional file 1, Table S4) were assembled
using a modified version of Arachne (version 20071016
[23]) with parameters maxcliq1 250, lap_ratio = 0.8,
max_bad_look = 2000 and BINGE_AND_PURGE =
True ( for scaffold and contig total, see Additional file 1,
Table S4). A subsequent filtering step was applied to
remove contigs with less than 3 reads and those shorter
than 150 bp. This produced 1,672 scaffold sequences
with a scaffold L50 of 7.4 Mb and 91 scaffolds greater
than 100 kb, for a total scaffold length of 348.7 Mb. We
identified contaminants using Megablast [74] to screen
against Genbank NT, and blastx [74] to screen against a
set of known microbial genes. Scaffolds were also
removed if they consisted of repetitive sequences
(greater than 95% 24-mers that occurred four or more
additional times in scaffolds larger than 50 kb; total of
267 scaffolds), contained only unanchored rDNA
sequences (1 scaffold), contained mitochondrial or
chloroplast DNA (3 scaffolds), or were less than 1 kbp
in length (634 scaffolds).
Map integration and chromosome-scale pseudomolecule
construction was carried out using a combination of mar-
ker maps, BAC/fosmid joins, and additional information
related to specific genes in functional regions. Markers
from the genetic maps were aligned to the assembly using
BLAT [75], and the best placement, based on base-pair
identity and marker coverage, was selected to position the
marker. Scaffolds were broken if they contained linkage-
group discontiguity coincident with an area of low BAC/
fosmid coverage. Initially, three separate sets of joins (one
for each marker map) were generated using an automated
chromosome construction algorithm. Briefly, the goal of
the automated process is to attempt to find the best order
using the marker position midpoints for each scaffold;
orientation is then generated using the map locations on
the scaffold. Consensus between the three maps was
assessed, and in the event of a conflict between two or
more maps, priority was given to the MP01 map. One
additional scaffold was added with the information pro-
vided by the functional region genes. Synteny between the
T. cacao Matina 1-6 genome and the T. cacao Criollo gen-
ome (see below) sequences was used to fine-tune the
breakpoints. In total, 47 breaks were identified, and a
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subset of the broken scaffolds was combined using 103
joins to form 10 pseudomolecule chromosomes. Map
joins are denoted with 10,000 Ns. All scaffold orientation
was reliably determined using either BAC/fosmid joins or
map positions; significant telomeric sequences at the end
of the chromosomes (TTTAGGG repeats) were correctly
oriented in the final assembly by adjusting scaffold orien-
tation, if necessary. Plots of the marker placements for all
three maps and the synteny between exons in the T. cacao
Matina 1-6 and Criollo genomes were created (see Addi-
tional file 2, Figure S2). Exons (46,140) were extracted
from previous work [76] for this comparison. The pseudo-
molecules contained 346.0 Mbp (99.2%) of the total 348.7
Mbp of the assembly. The final assembly contained 711
scaffolds covering 346.0 Mbp of the genome with a contig
N50 length of 84.4 kbp and a scaffold N50 length of 34.4
Mbp.
Gene annotation and orthology analysis of the
Matina 1-6 genome
RNA was isolated from T. cacao Matina 1-6 leaves,
beans, and pistils, and used to prepare long normalized
or short-paired read libraries, which were then sequenced
to build independent datasets of expression evidence that
were used for genome annotation (for details of the read
sets, see Additional file 1, Tables S9 and S10; each has
been deposited in the NCBI SRA within BioProject
51633).
Approximately 7 million reads from the 454 Titanium
sequencing and approximately 1 billion paired-end reads
from the Illumina sequencing were pre-assembled as
separate evidence sets from leaf, bean, and floral collec-
tions, and mapped to the Matina 1-6 genome reference.
Transcriptome assemblies from each collection were
deposited in the NCBI TSA within BioProject 51633.
Assemblies of shorter reads (54 to 112 nucleotides (nt))
were combined with those of longer reads (average 300
to 450 nt), and final transcript assemblies were refined
using PASA [77].
Plant protein sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana [78],
V. vinifera [79], Populus trichocarpa [80], G. max [81],
Ricinus communis [82], Fragaria vesca [83], Solanum
tuberosum [84] and Sorghum bicolor [85] (a total of
297,061 protein sequences) were aligned using tblastn (P≤
1 × 10-5) [74] to a repeat-soft-masked version of the
T. cacao Matina 1-6 genome assembly, and then refined
using Exonerate [86] to yield putative protein-encoding
gene models. Local alignments of the same gene were
joined and extended to the best-matching complete gene
alignment using a previously published method [86].
Mapped transcript assemblies, protein-coding gene mod-
els, and ab initio predictions were combined to form sev-
eral preliminary annotation sets; the model with the best
evidence, based on a consensus among three or more
plant protein-coding gene models, was selected for each
locus. The ab initio predictions were primarily made using
AUGUSTUS software [87], which was trained for T.cacao
gene parameters using full-length Matina 1-6 leaf cDNAs
assembled de novo (cacao genome version 0.9) [61]. Mod-
els were corrected for any coding sequence (CDS) errors
found, and some UTRs were extended using PASA soft-
ware [77]. If a minimum model length overlap with RNA
sequencing or a protein homolog evidence alignment was
66% or greater, the gene model was classified as ‘strong’.
Models with lesser support were retained with the
assumption that they might improve with additional evi-
dence. Classes categorized as ‘medium’ and ‘weak’ repre-
sented minimum evidence overlaps of 33% and 5%,
respectively.
UniProt [27] reference plant genes, a non-redundant
set of 345,650 proteins representing 2,365,369 plant
genes from 14,970 species, was used for annotation, in
addition to the full proteomes from the 8 plant species
in addition to Matina 1-6 mentioned above. Analysis of
orthology among the nine plant gene sets was per-
formed using OrthoMCL [29] For further details, see
Additional file 1 (sections 3.5 to 3.7).
HMMER3 [32] was used to search cacao proteins
against the profile HMM databases Pfam and TIGR-
FAMS, using a maximum sequence E-value of 0.005 and
retaining only matches above the HMMER3 noise cut-
off point. The set of HMM families was reduced to one
instance per gene by retaining only the longest CDS of
each gene model and confirming no loss of data when
alternative transcript CDS were removed. HMM family
counts that were found among 4,085 proteins with RNA
evidence but with no ortholog called among 8 whole-
plant genomes (see Materials and methods) were com-
pared with those of the complete Matina 1-6 T. cacao
gene annotation and grouped as described in Additional
file 1, Table S14d.
Identification and annotation of transposable elements
TEs were categorized based on previously described cri-
teria [88]. Structure characteristics and sequence homol-
ogy were used for identification and annotation as
described previously [66]. De novo identification of LTR
retrotransposons was first determined by integrating
results from the programs LTR_STRUC [89] and
LTR_FINDER [90]. After manual inspection, confirmed
intact elements were then used to search against the
entire T. cacao Matina 1-6 genome, in the manner
described by Ma et al. [91], in order to identify additional
intact elements and solo LTRs. Classification of superfa-
milies (copia-like, gypsy-like, and unclassified retro-ele-
ments) and families relied on homology with reverse
transcriptases and 5’ and 3’ direct LTRs. Long inter-
spersed nuclear elements and several DNA transposons
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(including Tc1-Mariner, hAT, Mutator, PIF-Harbinger,
and CACTA) were identified by a previously described
two-step strategy [92]. Autonomous elements were first
identified using BLASTX [74] to search the assembled
genome sequence for entries in the Repbase [93] protein
database. The upstream and downstream sequences of
the candidate hits were then extracted to clear bound-
aries and to define the terminal inverted repeats (TIRs)
and target site duplications. The second step was to use
the TIRs from the autonomous members to detect non-
autonomous elements. Hilitron elements were identified
by the HelSearch 1.0 program [94] and by manual
inspection. Miniature inverted-repeat TEs (MITEs) were
identified by using two previously published methods,
MUST [95] and MITE-Hunter [96]. Elements typical of
each category were selected and mixed together as a
database for RepeatMasker [97], which was then used to
find additional truncated fragments.
Synteny between the Matina 1-6 and Criollo genomes
Comparison of the whole-genome sequences of Matina
1-6 (version 1.1) and Criollo (version 1.0 [11]) was car-
ried out using the Mercator program [98]. This program
identifies orthologous regions (ORs) using BLAT-similar
anchor pairs in a modified k-way reciprocal best-hit
algorithm, and produces matches of a single region in
the Matina 1-6 genome to a single orthologous region
in the Criollo genome. The individual ORs identified
using Mercator and aligned by MAVID [99] can be
searched and explored using the graphic synteny viewer,
GBrowse_syn [100] in the Cacao Genome Database
[101].
Preparation of T. cacao Matina 1-6 chromosomes and
FISH karyotyping
Mitotic chromosomes from T. cacao seedling root tips
were prepared using a combination of methods for effi-
cient release of metaphase chromosomes from their cyto-
plasmic milieu [102], efficient mitotic arrest [103], and
FISH [18]. After beans were extracted from two or three
pods, the seed coats were manually removed using a scal-
pel. The beans were then surface-sterilized by two sequen-
tial treatments in a 20% solution of commercial bleach
(5.25% sodium hypochlorite) for 10 minutes each, followed
by three rinses in sterile distilled, deionized (SDD) water.
Beans were then treated in 10 mmol/l hydrochloric acid,
again followed by three rinses in SDD water, and were
then planted in previously sterilized, 1-liter plastic beakers
containing perlite soaked in a 1× solution of all-purpose
plant food (Miracle Gro®; Scotts, Marysville, OH, USA.
The beakers were covered with aluminum foil and incu-
bated for 1 to 3 weeks at around 28°C in a greenhouse or
incubator. Chromosome spreads were prepared from root
tips using a protocol that we developed (see Additional
file 1, Materials and methods) by combining and modify-
ing two previously described methods [102,104]. For
details on chromosome preparations for FISH, see Addi-
tional file 1. FISH was carried out precisely as described by
Gil et al. [104], except that 100 ng/µl of sheared salmon
sperm DNA (Stratagene Corp., La Jolla, CA, USA) was
used for the slide-blocking step.
Haplotype mapping
To infer haplotypes from genotype data, we took the con-
sensus phasing results from 101 runs of HAPI-UR (window
size of 75 and Ne of 1000) [43]. HAPI-UR does not expli-
citly relate progeny haplotypes to their respective parental
haplotypes. Thus, to assign the haplotype of each progeny
to its respective parental haplotype (or haplotypes, if the
progeny was recombinant), we first identified which paren-
tal haplotype each progeny was most similar to, based on
the number of pairwise nucleotide differences (Hamming
distance) between them. Each one of the two haplotypes
from each progeny was assigned to whichever one of the
four parental haplotypes showed the shortest distance of
the four pairwise comparisons. There were no instances of
the two haplotypes of a progeny being assigned to the
same parent. Next, parental assignments for recombinant
haplotypes (that is, where the distance to any given parent
haplotype was >0) were resolved by identifying which of
the two parental haplotypes was represented in the pro-
geny haplotype at each heterozygous marker. Parental
assignments at homozygous markers were then inferred by
examining the assignments made at the closest heterozy-
gous positions to either side. If the two closest heterozy-
gous assignments agreed, then that assignment was used at
the homozygous position; if not, then no assignment was
made. By using this method, we implicitly sought to mini-
mize the number of recombination events between the two
parental strands as represented in each recombinant
progeny haplotype. Parental assignments identified in this
way were used in the haplotype-phenotype association test
(Figure 3) and to identify haploblocks from the four paren-
tal haplotypes on recombinant progenies (Figure 4). We
also resolved the haplotypes and haploblock (parental)
assignments using additional software (iXora [105]) devel-
oped by our group and obtained identical results. iXora is a
phasing and trait association method that allows precise
inference of haplotypes of F1 progeny from mapping and
breeding populations derived from non-inbred parents.
Statistical tests for genotype-phenotype and
haplotype-phenotype association
To test the statistical significance of genotype-phenotype
and haplotype-phenotype associations, we applied Fish-
er’s exact test independently for each marker using SAS
software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) [71]. The input
to the test is a contingency table in which columns
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denote the phenotypes (red or green pods), and rows
denote the genotypes or the haplotypes. We applied the
test for the genotypes at each SNP marker from the 6K
SNP chip, resulting in a 3 × 2 or 2 × 2 contingency table
(see Additional file 2, Figure S7), and also for each parent
(using both haplotypes), resulting in a 2 × 2 contingency
table per marker for each parent (Figure 3). The test on
the parents separately demonstrates each parental effect
on the phenotype.
Thresholds for significance were calculated using Bon-
ferroni correction for multiple comparisons at a = 0.05.
Resequencing the parents of the mapping populations
and additional genotypes
The parents of the mapping population plus eight other
genotypes were sequenced as paired libraries to 112 × 2
nt in length using Illumina GAIIx to a median coverage
ranging from 15 to 29 fold per individual genome. Prior
to mapping, reads were assessed for overall quality;
median base composition and median quality plots
along the reads were used to determine the usable parts
of the reads. We hard-trimmed the reads before map-
ping in order to eliminate positions at the beginning of
the reads with biased base composition, and at the end
of the reads if the median quality fell below 25 (Phred-
like quality scores). We mapped the reads to the Matina
1-6 (version 1.1) genome using bwa [106], with dynamic
trimming to drop sections of the reads with qualities
lower than 25 (Phred-like quality scores). The mapped
reads were analyzed to remove PCR duplicates, and
indexed for further analyses using Samtools (version
0.1.17) [107]. Local realignment and base-quality recali-
bration were performed on indexed BAM files, using
GATK [108], following best-practice recommendations
[109]. The aligned reads in the interval corresponding to
the 0.5 Mbp regionto which pod color was mapped
using SNP array data were merged and extracted, and
then calls were made on that specific region using the
Unified Genotyper routine of GATK [108].
Phasing of the resequenced data
We identified haplotypes for the region associated with
pod color using the algorithm implemented in the pro-
gram fastPHASE [110]. In this model, the different hap-
lotypes identified in a given population are assumed to
emanate from a small number (K) of possible haplotype
clusters. Thus, every haplotype can be represented as a
mosaic of small haplotype blocks sampled from each of
the clusters. This discretized structure is modeled as an
HMM with K states.
The algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, the para-
meters driving the emission probabilities (probability
that a given allele 1 will be present in a given haplotype
cluster) and the transition probabilities (probability of
transitioning from one haplotype cluster to the next) are
estimated using an expectation-maximization algorithm.
Second, the most likely configurations of adjacent het-
erozygous sites are obtained through a Monte Carlo
simulation in which possible diplotypes are sampled
based on their relative likelihoods, as estimated by the
forward-backward algorithm of the HMM. Using the
phased SNPs, we recreated the alleles for the candidate
genes from the resequenced data, and generated FASTA
files.
Phylogeny of candidate genes
The phylogenetic relationships between alleles were
inferred under ML. The translated amino-acid sequences
were used, and the reconstruction made under a Jones-
Taylor-Thornton model of amino-acid substitution with
500 bootstrap replications, using the program MEGA (ver-
sion 5; [111]).
Association mapping for pod color variation
Association mapping was performed on 54 green-pod and
17 red-pod genotypes fingerprinted through Sanger
sequencing and the Fluidigm EP-1 platform (192.24 plat-
form; Fluidigm Corporation, San Francisco, CA, USA).
The Sanger sequence of the three candidate genes studied
generated a total of 73 SNPs. A subset (n = 95) of the SNP
markers used to generate genetic maps, distributed
through the 10 T. cacao chromosomes, were converted to
SNP-type assays and fingerprinted in accordance with the
manufacturer’s protocol, using the Fluidigm EP-1 plat-
form. The Fisher’s exact test was performed to test the
association between pod color and genotypes at each of
the 168 (73 + 95) positions. Population structure and hid-
den relatedness that are unaccounted for can lead to the
identification of spurious signals of association between
predictors (that is, SNPs) and response variables (pheno-
type of interest) [112,113]. Therefore, we performed asso-
ciation analyses while accounting for hidden relationships
by estimating a kinship matrix between individuals using
markers other than those on chromosome 4 that we had
putatively identified as being associated with pod color in
the mapping populations. We then used the kinship
matrix to identify SNPs that were significantly associated
with pod color, using a linear mixed model that incorpo-
rates the genetic relatedness estimated in our kinship
matrix, as implemented in the EMMA package [114].
Real-time qPCR expression analysis
Leaf tissue from a Pound 7 cacao tree was collected
directly into liquid nitrogen and stored at -80ºC before
RNA extraction. Developing cherelles were collected
from Pound 7, UF 273 Type 1, and UF 273 Type 2, and
placed in liquid nitrogen until RNA extraction. Cherelles
were considered small if they were 10 to 20 mm long,
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and large if 30 to 50 mm long. Cherelles from the geno-
types Gainesville II 316 (green pods) and Gainesville II
164 (red pods) were collected, and RNA was isolated as
above. Gainesville II 316 cherelles were exposed to full
sunlight and were all green in color. Cherelles from Gai-
nesville II 164 were collected from areas of the tree that
were unexposed (green cherelles), partially exposed
(green-red cherelles), or fully exposed (red cherelles) to
sunlight. Prior to RNA extraction, the pericarp of cher-
elles was removed with a vegetable peeler; RNA was
then extracted from 1 g of pericarp tissue using pre-
viously described methods [24,115]. RNA was quantified
spectrophotometrically, and all samples were normalized
to 800 ng/µl before they were reverse transcribed into
cDNA (SuperScript® VILO™ cDNA Synthesis Kit Invi-
trogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The resulting cDNA was
diluted eight-fold and used in qPCR reactions consisting
of 12.5 µl SybrGreen MasterMix (ABI, Foster City, CA,
USA), 2.25 µl 10 mmol/l forward primer, 2.25 µl 10
mmol/l reverse primer, 6 µl water, and 2 µl cDNA. Pri-
mers for qPCR were designed with Primer3 [116],
ensuring that at least one primer of each primer pair
spanned two exons (for primer sequences used for
qPCR analysis, see Additional file 1, Table S27). Ther-
mocycling was performed (7300 Realtime PCR system;
ABI) using standard conditions (1 cycle of 95°C for 10
minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds
and 60°C for 1 minute). Ct values were determined and
compared using the -ΔΔCt method [117]. qPCR amplifi-
cations were performed in triplicate and averaged. TcAc-
tin was used as the internal standard gene, and all
values are presented relative to Pound 7 leaf expression.
Real-time qPCR analysis was performed for the three
candidate genes (TcMYB113, TcAPO4, and TcMYB6).
Allele-specific qPCR was performed for TcMYB113
using a TaqMan-based method. TaqMan probes specific
to each allele were designed for the most significantly
associated SNP marker (position 20,878,891), and pri-
mers (see Additional file 1, Table S27) flanking the
probe region were designed using Primer Express (ver-
sion 3.0[116]). TcActin was used as the internal standard
gene, and all values are presented relative to Pound 7
leaf expression. To ensure continuity of the assay, a
TaqMan probe was also designed to the actin control
gene (see Additional file 1, Table S27). Reactions were
identical to those described for qPCR above, except:
12.5 µl TaqMan 2× master mix (Genoptyping Master
Mix; ABI), 2.25 µl primer1 (10 mmol/l), 2.25 µl primer
2 (10 mmol/l), 0.5 µl probe 1 (10 mmol/l), 0.5 µl probe
2 (10 mmol/l), 5 µl water, and 2 µl cDNA (100 ng/µl).
Thermocycling was performed using the conditions
described above. Allele-specific qPCR amplifications
were performed in triplicate and averaged, and Ct values
were determined and compared using the -ΔΔCt method
[114].
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